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Search-Based Energy Optimization of Some
Ubiquitous Algorithms
Alexander Edward Ian Brownlee, Nathan Burles, and Jerry Swan
Abstract—Reducing computational energy consumption is of
growing importance, particularly at the extremes (i.e., mobile de-
vices and datacentres). Despite the ubiquity of the Java virtual ma-
chine (JVM), very little work has been done to apply search-based
software engineering (SBSE) to minimize the energy consumption
of programs that run on it. We describe OPACITOR, a tool for mea-
suring the energy consumption of JVM programs using a bytecode
level model of energy cost. This has several advantages over time-
based energy approximations or hardware measurements. It is
1) deterministic, 2) unaffected by the rest of the computational
environment, 3) able to detect small changes in execution profile,
making it highly amenable to metaheuristic search, which requires
locality of representation. We show how generic SBSE approaches
coupled with OPACITOR achieve substantial energy savings for three
widely used software components. Multilayer perceptron imple-
mentations minimizing both energy and error were found, and en-
ergy reductions of up to 70% and 39.85% were obtained over the
original code for Quicksort and object-oriented container classes,
respectively. These highlight three important considerations for
automatically reducing computational energy: tuning software to
particular distributions of data; trading off energy use against
functional properties; and handling internal dependencies that can
exist within software that render simple sweeps over program vari-
ants sub-optimal. Against these, global search greatly simplifies the
developer’s job, freeing development time for other tasks.
Index Terms—Energy, Java, search based software engineering.
I. INTRODUCTION
ENERGY consumption related to program execution is ofgrowing importance at all scales, from mobile and embed-
ded devices through to datacentres [1]–[3]. For mobile appli-
cations, battery life is a critical aspect of user experience and
while several factors (such as the display, wifi and GPS) have a
large impact on power consumption, CPU usage is still a major
factor [4]. For example, the maximum CPU power of a Samsung
Galaxy S3 is 2,845 mW, 2.53× the maximum power consump-
tion of the screen and 2.5× that of the 3G hardware [5]. At the
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other end of the scale, the repeated execution of specific subrou-
tines by server farms offers the potential for considerable energy
saving via the identification of energy-intensive ‘hotspots’ in the
code. The electricity consumption by servers was estimated at
between 1.1 and 1.5% of global electricity production in 2010
[6], with energy consumption reaching 50-100% of the purchase
cost of the hardware over its lifetime [7]. These facts motivate
the use of automated methods to reduce the energy consump-
tion attributable to software, allowing computational search to
relieve developers of the burden of finding energy-optimal soft-
ware implementations. Predictive ‘decision support’ metrics,
recently shown to be of little practical use [8] can then be re-
placed with automatic tuning and refactorings that demonstrably
reduce energy consumption. The ultimate goal is to obtain gen-
eral methods that can reduce energy consumption, analogously
to the familiar process of automatic compiler optimization for
execution time. This is an ideal application for Search-Based
Software Engineering (SBSE), the use of search based optimi-
sation for software engineering problems [9], with initial work
in this area showing promising results [2], [10]–[14].
Given the prevalence of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM)1, it
is surprising that there has been little previous work on energy
optimization of Java applications. In this paper, we describe
OPACITOR, a tool implementing a new approach to measuring
the energy consumption of applications running on a JVM. Pre-
viously, run time [15] or system calls [16], [17] have been used
as proxies for energy use, but it has been shown [18] that, in-
dependent of the total number of CPU cycles, there can be
large differences in the energy consumed by different opcodes.
An alternative, high-level hardware measurements [19], [20],
are non-trivial to implement and subject to noise that hinders
a search process. In contrast, OPACITOR uses a predefined cost
model of the energy consumed by each JVM opcode, thereby
providing a deterministic (and so noise-free) approximation of
the total energy consumption. It also has the advantage of being
unaffected by the rest of the computing environment, and can
detect small changes in execution profile, down to opcode level.
We use OPACITOR to measure the effectiveness of three dis-
tinct SBSE [9] approaches for minimising energy consumption
of some very widely-used algorithms, and highlight three impor-
tant aspects of SBSE applied to energy consumption. The focus
is on Java implementations, but the techniques are general and
1Users are reminded at each installation that over 3 billion devices use Java:
http://www.java.com/en/about/ , and Java is regularly reported as the most pop-
ular programming language: https://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/
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are applicable across a wide range of programming languages.
The three approaches are:
1) Genetic Programming (GP) to obtain better pivot func-
tions for Quicksort, a ubiquitous algorithm for in-place
sorting of a sequence in random access memory, high-
lighting that energy consumption can be tuned to the
specific application of the code – the datasets in this
case – motivating automated methods to perform this
tuning.
2) Hyperparameter search over the efficiency/accuracy
tradeoff of Multi-Layer Perceptrons, a popular neural net
architecture for classification, incorporating novel activa-
tion functions via Automatic Differentiation, demonstrat-
ing that energy consumption can be traded-off against a
functional property – classification accuracy in this case.
3) Genetic Algorithms (GA) using the constraints of Object
Oriented Programming for Guava and Apache Commons
collection classes (OO-GI), library implementations of
well-known data structures, revealing that different soft-
ware components can exhibit subtle interactions with re-
spect to energy, vastly increasing the search space and
justifying the use of SBSE to reduce developer effort.
The first two of these approaches are applicable to any lan-
guage, further extending their potential impact. OO-GI is ap-
plicable to any OO code beyond the collections classes that we
have chosen as our focus and, more generally, wherever program
behaviour is specified via ‘Design by Contract’ [21].
This work makes four major contributions. Firstly, we de-
scribe and demonstrate OPACITOR, a new tool for measuring
the energy consumption of Java programs. Secondly, we extend
work from two earlier papers [22], [23] (respectively, proposing
evolution of pivot functions for Quicksort and introducing OO-
GI) with more extensive experiments and analysis, demonstrat-
ing the wider applicability of both approaches. Thirdly, we pro-
pose a combination of automatic-differentiation and topology
parameterisation to allow search-based improvement of multi-
layer perceptrons. Finally, we show that the energy consumption
of three very widely-used software components can readily be
improved. The results demonstrate that global search methods
allow improvements in energy to be targeted to specific datasets,
be traded off against other functionality, and can accommo-
date hard-to-determine interactions within the code. All three of
these would otherwise result in lengthy, repetitive exploration
through large spaces of alternative designs. The importance to
industry of these results is that automated search methods re-
duce the required developer effort: the SBSE approaches we
describe can achieve significant reductions in energy use for lit-
tle development cost. Given the ubiquity of these components, it
demonstrates the potential energy savings for a very wide range
of applications.
We begin by summarising related work in Section II. We
describe OPACITOR in Section III. Sections IV–VI describe the
experiments with each of the three studied algorithms (Quick-
sort, MLP and OO collections), each including implementation
details, results and discussion. We consider possible threats to
the validity of the work in Section VII before drawing our con-
clusions and suggesting future work in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
The energy consumption attributable to software is becoming
increasingly important to software developers [1], particularly
as software development moves away from the ‘mid-range’ of
the desktop (and the relatively homogeneous architectural con-
figuration of PCs) to the extremes of both large- and small- scale
computing [2].
A variety of approaches have been described for measuring
the energy consumption due to software. Often, CPU time is
used as a proxy for energy use [15], but it has been found that
this can be inaccurate, particularly because this omits CPU idle
states [24]. As one alternative, both [16] and [17] used a re-
gression model built on the number of a system calls made
by a running program. Static or dynamic analysis of program
paths with respect to known power consumption of hardware
components can also be used [25]. Several pieces of research
have measured power consumption directly using instrumenta-
tion hardware. This can be in terms of the overall system power
[26], which can be measured by the current drawn from the
battery on mobile devices, such as in [19] and in the “Green
Miner” platform [20]. Power consumption due to the CPU can
also be determined via the Intel Power Gadget API [2], [27]. It
is possible to make such high-level measurements with a fre-
quency high enough that energy use patterns can be matched to
particular source code lines [28], to the use of particular libraries
[29], or specific API calls [30]. Obvious issues with hardware
measurements are the need for support from the existing system
components, or the non-trivial task of adding physical probes to
existing circuitry. Furthermore, hardware solutions are typically
course-grained, measuring the consumption of the whole sys-
tem. Background processes and changing environmental condi-
tions then lead to noisy, non-repeatable measurements. These
must then be handled by the SBSE algorithm, often by repeat-
ing the measurements, extending run-times and reducing con-
fidence in the results. A deterministic measurement of energy
consumption would avoid this issue. One such approach is the
static analysis of energy consumption attributable to specific
instructions [31], in this case targeted to intermediate compiler
representations of a program in the LLVM toolchain. While this
is similar in concept to OPACITOR, the latter measures energy
consumption due to each bytecode at runtime, which may be
more useful where the execution pathway is highly dependent
on the input. Also, to the best of our knowledge, OPACITOR is
the only broadly comparable tool that is targeted at the JVM.
There are currently only a few publications which use SBSE to
reduce energy consumption. One of the earliest applied multi-
objective GP for generating random number generators [10].
More generally, Genetic Improvement (GI) has been applied
the C source code of the boolean satisfiability solver MiniSAT
[2], with energy measured by the Intel Power Gadget. The solver
was specialised to three different application domains with re-
ductions in energy consumption of 5 to 25%. GI has also been
applied to x86 assembly code with a fitness function using hard-
ware performance counters (special hardware registers available
on most modern CPUs) [11], achieving energy reductions of up
to 20%. Code perforation (finding parts of the code that can
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be skipped, such as some loop iterations) was applied to the
open source C implementation of the h.264 codec in [12]. A
speed up of 2-3 times was achieved, with a corresponding re-
duction in energy consumed by the CPU. More recently, Carte-
sian GP was applied to an assembly-code implementation of
a median-finding algorithm [13], reducing energy consumption
in micro-controllers for a small, fixed number of inputs, using
execution time as a proxy for energy. Another application con-
sidered parameter tuning to find the multi-objective trade-offs
between energy and packet loss ratio in Internet-of-Things de-
vices [14]. General trade-offs between energy and performance
are discussed by Banerjee et al. [3]. Recently, a framework based
on a regression model connecting Java source code operations
to energy, and code refactoring rules has been proposed [32]:
our approach broadly aligns with this framework, although our
model is more fine-grained, working at the level of bytecodes.
Transforming the static configuration parameters of an ap-
plication into variables that can be tuned dynamically has also
resulted in programs that consume substantially less energy with
little reduction in functional performance [33]. Exhaustive ex-
ploration of alternative subtypes of container classes, with re-
placements substituted into bytecode of Java applications, was
shown to reduce energy as measured in hardware [34]. A subse-
quent study proposing “Object-Oriented Genetic Improvement”
using a GA [23] is extended as part of the present paper. Some
interesting approaches optimize colour schemes used by appli-
cations with the goal of reducing the energy consumption due
to the screen of mobile devices rather than the CPU [35], [36].
With the exceptions of [32], [34], none of the above work
is concerned with the JVM. Furthermore, most current work
applies SBSE to specialised algorithms for niche applications,
limiting the potential benefits. In contrast, our work focuses
on three very widely-used software components: Quicksort, the
Multi-Layer Perceptron and collection classes (such as lists,
sets, and maps).
III. OPACITOR
The fitness function used by the evolutionary algorithms in
our experiments is the energy consumption as measured using
the OPACITOR tool. This is designed to make measurements de-
terministically. This ensures that results are repeatable, but can
also help to reduce experimental time as OPACITOR can distin-
guish between very similar execution traces without needing
repeats for reliability. OPACITOR traces the execution of Java
code, using a modified version of OpenJDK 82, generating a
histogram of executed opcodes. This is combined with a model
of the energy cost of each opcode, created and verified by Hao
et al. [18], by multiplying the number of times an opcode was
executed by its cost in Joules. These energy costs per opcode
are then summed together, in order to obtain a total energy cost
of the execution in Joules.
This opcode model-based approach allows distinctions to be
made between very similar programs: this is vital to the ef-
fectiveness of the evolutionary process, which is predicated on
2http://openjdk.java.net
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for Quicksort With Variant Pivot
Function.
double []
qsort (double [] input,
Function < double [], double >
pivotFn) {
double pivot = pivotFn.apply(input);
// pivotFn can be varied generatively
return qsort( input.filter( < pivot ),
pivotFn)
++ input.filter( == pivot )
++ qsort(input.filter( >
pivot),pivotFn);
}
the ability to create mutant programs very similar to their pro-
genitors [37]. As the Just-In-Time compilation (JIT) feature of
the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is non-deterministic, it is dis-
abled during evolution. Similarly, Garbage Collection (GC) is
non-deterministic and so the JVM is allocated enough memory
to avoid GC. During the final testing, after evolution has com-
pleted, these features are re-enabled for the final fitness mea-
surements to ensure that the results remain valid under realistic
conditions on an unmodified JVM.
A significant benefit of OPACITOR, compared to approaches
requiring timing or physical energy measurement, is that it is
unaffected by anything else executing on the experimental sys-
tem. This means that it can be parallelised, or executed simul-
taneously with other programs. Previous work has successfully
used OPACITOR to optimize and reduce the energy consump-
tion of Google Guava’s3 IMMUTABLEMULTIMAP class [23], as
well as OpenTripPlanner4 [38]. In each of these cases, a com-
parison was made with an alternative timing-based estimation
tool JALEN [15] in order to corroborate the assertion that the
technique used by OPACITOR is effective and generates reliable
measurements.
IV. QUICKSORT
The Quicksort algorithm for in-place sorting [39] has prob-
ably accounted for the greatest volume of executions of any
sorting algorithm and remains popular [40]. For many years it
was the default |qsort| implementation in most ‘C’ libraries
[41]. Quicksort enjoys average case behaviour of θ(n log n) but
worst case behaviour of θ(n2). Crucially, Quicksort’s behaviour
depends on the ‘pivot function’: a heuristic to choose the ‘pivot’
value to partition the input for subsequent divide-and-conquer
recursion, as given in Algorithm 1.
A. Implementation
It is well-known that taking the median of the input array
provides the Oracular choice of pivot and also yields worst case
θ(n log n) behaviour, but the associated O(n) algorithm for
3Version 18: https://github.com/google/guava/wiki/Release18
4http://www.opentripplanner.org
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doing this leads to an unacceptably large overhead. In previous
work [22], we used GP to provide an automatically-generated
variant of this scheme. This allows the algorithm to be tuned
for an input data set, for good performance on unseen data
with a matching distribution. The approach uses the TEMPLAR
library, a software framework for customising algorithms via
the generative technique of the template method. This allows
an algorithm to be customised with little development effort
by specifying one or more ‘variation points’, each of which is
permitted to express a family of behaviours, constrained merely
by the types of its function signature. In this specific case there
is a single variation point, the pivot function, which returns
the median of r random samples from the input array, with
r = f(l, d), where l is input array length and d is the current
recursion depth. Here, f is a bivariate rational function generated
by GP, i.e. with function set {+, −, *} and (protected) divide.
As this approach is a hyper-heuristic (i.e. it ‘searches the space
of heuristics’), we named the algorithm hyper-quicksort.
B. Experiments
During evolution, the training set in our experiment con-
sists of the ‘pipeorgan’ distribution, in which the values in
the input array increase monotonically until some randomly-
specified index, then decrease monotonically. This distribution
can be seen as approximating the worst case behaviour of Quick-
sort (which arises on pathological distributions such as almost-
sorted/reverse-sorted inputs [42]). Quicksort is known to behave
poorly against data drawn from this distribution, so this case
study could be also considered as an example of ‘hardening’
software against a denial-of-service attack.
In previous work [22] we used Java’s reflection to generate
the bytecode of each generated pivot function, so that JALEN
could record the execution time and provide an estimate for the
energy consumed. OPACITOR measures the energy consumed by
running a program in an external JVM, and so this method is
not suitable. Instead we generate the full source code of the new
pivot function and allow OPACITOR to compile and execute each
candidate solution externally.
The earlier results were also limited in that, although show-
ing Quicksort with the evolved pivot function to be more energy
efficient when applied to the ‘pipeorgan’ distribution, they did
not test performance on randomly generated arrays. We now ad-
dress this shortcoming, using OPACITOR to compare the evolved
pivot function against commonly-used pivots on both ‘pipeor-
gan’ inputs and randomly generated arrays.
The experiments used GP to evolve a pivot function for a
program implementing Quicksort, which is run on a target array
of numbers. As explained in Section IV-A, the terminals (in-
put variables) for the generated programs are ‘array size’ and
‘recursion depth’. The template for the evolved GP function is
configured as follows: the Oracular pivot value of an array of
values is its median. GP is then used to generate the function:
GP : N ×N → N
GP : (arraySize, recursionDepth) → numSamplePoints
and take as pivot the median of numSamplePoints randomly-
chosen array elements. Although Quicksort is defined on any-
thing with a partial order, note that this particular method only
works when the array values are numeric.
The experimental setup used GP configured with a population
size of 100, 200 generations per run, an initial tree depth of 2
and a maximum tree depth of 4. These values were determined
empirically as a reasonable trade-off between solution quality
and execution time. All other GP parameters and operators were
the EpochX 1.4 defaults [43]. The training set contained 70
cases, where each case consisted of 100 arrays to be sorted,
each with size 100. The fitness function to be minimized was the
energy used to perform the Quicksort on the training set, using
OPACITOR to provide a deterministic, repeatable measurement.
Evolution was repeated 30 times to obtain a range of possible
pivot functions.
C. Results and Discussion
A number of different functions were generated across dif-
ferent runs of the GP, however commonly-observed among the
fitter functions was one that simply returned recursionDepth.
This suggests that as the recursion depth increases (and array
size decreases), performance is improved by increasing the num-
ber of samples. Near the beginning of a sort, with a large array,
there is a low probability of randomly selecting suitable ele-
ments from which an ideal median may be estimated — as the
array size decreases, this probability increases, with the overall
effect that maximum recursion depth is reduced.
In Table I, the performance is compared with three well-
known pivot functions: ‘Middle index’, ‘Random index’, and
‘Sedgewick’ (the latter returning the median of the first, middle
and last elements). In this test, OPACITOR was used to calculate
the energy required to sort 1000 ‘pipeorgan’ arrays of vary-
ing lengths using each pivot function. This was repeated 100
times, the mean results being shown in Fig. 1, as well as the p-
values and effect size measures calculated when comparing the
GP result to each of the other pivot functions. Hyper-quicksort
outperforms the Sedgewick pivot in all cases, with a signifi-
cant energy saving. In several cases using the ‘Sedgewick’ and
‘Middle index’ pivots the sort resulted in a stack overflow due to
the recursion depth. For the smallest arrays (up to 16 elements)
hyper-quicksort needs more energy than the random and middle
index pivot functions. This is due to the overhead of finding the
median value for n randomly selected elements. As array size
increases this overhead is mitigated by the associated reduction
in recursion depth, allowing hyper-quicksort to outperform all
the alternative pivot functions for array sizes of 32 elements or
greater.
In order to verify that the results are significant, we used
the ASTRAIEA statistical framework [44] to perform the non-
parametric Mann-Whitney U-test and the Vargha-Delaney Ef-
fect size test. The use of the latter is motivated by a trend
within software engineering to augment significance tests for
stochastic algorithms with effect size measures, with Vargha-
Delaney being specifically recommended for this [45]. For each
array length, 23 − 218 , we ran the U-test and effect size test
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TABLE I
ENERGY (J) REQUIRED TO SORT 1000 ‘PIPEORGAN’ ARRAYS OF VARYING LENGTHS USING EACH OF THE PIVOT FUNCTIONS (MEAN OF 100 RUNS, AS WELL AS
THE P-VALUES (P) AND EFFECT SIZE MEASURES (E) COMPARING THE GP RESULT TO EACH OF THE OTHER PIVOT FUNCTIONS)
Array size GP Random Sedgewick Middle
J σ J σ p e J σ p e J σ p e
8 2.19 0.18 1.93 0.07 < .001 0.06 5.22 0.09 < .001 1.00 1.80 0.02 < .001 0.00
16 2.34 0.10 2.18 0.08 < .001 0.10 5.38 0.12 < .001 1.00 2.26 0.09 < .001 0.24
32 2.34 0.12 2.43 0.08 < .001 0.77 5.50 0.14 < .001 1.00 2.50 0.14 < .001 0.94
64 2.51 0.12 2.75 0.15 < .001 0.95 5.65 0.12 < .001 1.00 2.89 0.06 < .001 1.00
128 2.60 0.14 2.93 0.10 < .001 0.98 5.80 0.13 < .001 1.00 3.10 0.11 < .001 1.00
256 2.69 0.14 3.23 0.15 < .001 1.00 5.97 0.15 < .001 1.00 3.46 0.17 < .001 1.00
512 2.93 0.16 3.71 0.26 < .001 1.00 6.40 0.10 < .001 1.00 4.43 0.53 < .001 1.00
1024 3.69 0.57 4.26 0.70 0.01 0.71 6.68 0.13 < .001 1.00 5.53 0.64 < .001 0.96
2048 3.60 0.52 4.78 1.21 < .001 0.88 6.78 0.10 < .001 1.00 6.36 1.16 < .001 0.98
4096 3.37 0.27 6.01 1.72 < .001 1.00 7.31 1.39 < .001 1.00 6.96 1.88 < .001 1.00
8192 3.72 0.31 6.09 1.36 < .001 1.00 7.20 0.19 < .001 1.00 5.64 0.78 < .001 1.00
16384 4.58 0.39 8.18 1.71 < .001 0.99 8.07 0.20 < .001 1.00 9.61 1.39 < .001 1.00
32768 6.11 0.97 18.99 8.41 < .001 1.00 - - - - 20.37 2.88 < .001 1.00
65536 8.72 2.56 24.22 10.46 < .001 0.95 - - - - 12.88 6.62 < .001 0.82
131072 14.67 5.21 23.06 13.38 0.05 0.65 - - - - - - - -
262144 13.74 4.60 24.21 12.55 < .001 0.73 - - - - - - - -
In a number of cases the sort resulted in a stack overflow, these results are therefore excluded from the table. Bold values highlight the lowest energy use for
each array size.
Fig. 1. Energy (J) required to sort 1000 ‘pipeorgan’ arrays of varying lengths
using each of the pivot functions. The lines with no points after a particular
array size show where the sort was unsuccessful (recursion limit reached).
comparing the set of results obtained using hyper-quicksort to
each of the alternative pivots in turn. In all cases the distributions
of the results were significantly different (p < 0.05). According
to Vargha and Delaney [46], an effect size of 0.56 indicates a
small difference, 0.64 indicates a medium difference, and 0.71
indicates a large difference. Given this scale, in almost all cases
the evolved pivot function has provided a large energy reduction.
Further than this, as the array size was increased to 32,768,
the recursive algorithm caused a stack overflow in the JVM
when using the Sedgewick pivot function. This also occurred
with array sizes of 217 when using the Middle Index pivot func-
tion. It is possible to increase the JVM’s stack, however this
serves to emphasise that hyper-quicksort has helped to harden
the algorithm against a denial-of-service attack.
To determine how the same evolved pivot function performs
on non-‘pipeorgan’ arrays, similar testing was performed—this
time calculating the energy required to sort 1000 randomly gen-
erated arrays of varying lengths. This test was also run 100 times,
with the mean results presented in Table II and Fig. 2, as well
as the p-values and effect size measures when comparing the
GP result to each of the other pivot functions. Notably, although
hyper-quicksort was trained specifically to sort ‘pipeorgan’ in-
put arrays, the evolved pivot function is also very successful at
sorting randomly generated input arrays.
Except for the Sedgewick pivot function, which was outper-
formed by hyper-quicksort for all array sizes, the pivot functions
are statistically inseparable with an array size of less than 4096
elements. At this point, the evolved pivot function is consistently
more energy efficient than the alternatives, with p < 0.05 and
in general a large effect size.
Although it might be expected that the energy required to sort
an array will increase with array size, as the arrays in both ex-
periments were randomly generated (either randomly selecting
the point at which the value begins decreasing, or generating
all the data at random) this is not guaranteed. All four pivot
functions sorted the same arrays, but it is not possible to ensure
the ‘difficulty’ of sorting each input array is the same across all
array sizes. As such, some otherwise unexplained outliers exist,
for example the middle index pivot function sorting arrays of
size 65,536 displays a significant decrease in energy required
compared to size 32,768 where the other pivot functions all
show an expected increase.
These experiments also demonstrate that energy use is de-
pendent on the dataset that the final algorithm is applied to. Of
course, this is hardly surprising, but what is important here is
that deploying SBSE to the task of tuning an algorithm for a
particular distribution of data relieves the developer from hav-
ing to consider these issues explicitly. As long as the developer
selects a representative collection of data to tune the algorithm
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TABLE II
ENERGY (J) REQUIRED TO SORT 1000 RANDOMLY GENERATED ARRAYS OF VARYING LENGTHS USING EACH OF THE PIVOT FUNCTIONS (MEAN OF 100 RUNS, AS
WELL AS THE P-VALUES (P) AND EFFECT SIZE MEASURES (E) COMPARING THE GP RESULT TO EACH OF THE OTHER PIVOT FUNCTIONS)
Array size GP Random Sedgewick Middle
J σ J σ p e J σ p e J σ p e
8 2.06 0.20 1.83 0.06 < .001 0.15 5.20 0.09 < .001 1.00 1.81 0.07 < .001 0.14
16 2.27 0.14 1.99 0.08 < .001 0.04 5.28 0.11 < .001 1.00 1.99 0.11 < .001 0.06
32 2.27 0.11 2.21 0.10 0.01 0.30 5.38 0.13 < .001 1.00 2.19 0.06 < .001 0.20
64 2.33 0.06 2.42 0.14 < .001 0.83 5.45 0.07 < .001 1.00 2.40 0.09 < .001 0.79
128 2.44 0.09 2.62 0.17 < .001 0.95 5.66 0.09 < .001 1.00 2.58 0.11 < .001 0.90
256 2.58 0.16 2.81 0.14 < .001 0.90 5.90 0.11 < .001 1.00 2.88 0.17 < .001 0.97
512 2.98 0.26 3.31 0.06 < .001 0.90 6.24 0.12 < .001 1.00 3.28 0.08 < .001 0.90
1024 4.30 1.41 3.82 0.53 0.09 0.37 6.41 0.12 < .001 0.96 3.64 0.07 0.01 0.31
2048 4.30 2.18 3.94 0.40 0.05 0.65 6.58 0.14 < .001 0.89 4.00 0.50 0.02 0.68
4096 3.36 0.27 5.24 1.18 < .001 0.98 6.71 0.13 < .001 1.00 5.15 0.86 < .001 0.98
8192 3.72 0.31 6.09 1.36 < .001 1.00 7.20 0.19 < .001 1.00 5.64 0.78 < .001 1.00
16384 4.45 0.59 7.05 1.04 < .001 0.98 7.90 0.31 < .001 1.00 6.63 0.92 < .001 0.96
32768 5.88 0.91 14.96 7.59 < .001 0.96 9.50 0.95 < .001 1.00 13.09 6.43 < .001 0.92
65536 9.52 3.18 14.81 7.62 < .001 0.75 14.55 3.36 < .001 0.84 14.78 6.61 < .001 0.76
131072 13.12 4.35 21.18 11.44 0.03 0.67 16.98 2.60 < .001 0.72 18.82 8.01 < .001 0.73
262144 10.36 3.41 20.75 10.37 < .001 0.90 16.14 3.74 < .001 0.89 18.50 7.61 < .001 0.89
Bold values highlight the lowest energy use for each array size.
Fig. 2. Energy (J) required to sort 1000 randomly generated arrays of varying
lengths using each of the pivot functions.
for, the search process will take care of the rest. The algorithm
can then be easily retuned for new target datasets.
V. MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON
We now consider application to the training and validation
phases of a very popular [47] neural net architecture — the
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). The MLP is a modification of
the standard linear perceptron with ‘hidden’ layers of neurons
with nonlinear activation functions. can distinguish data that
are not linearly separable and are often applied to classification
tasks like image recognition. They have seen renewed interest
recently with the advent of deep learning.
We focus on two objectives for optimization. The first is the
energy use , of the training and validation phases of the MLP,
as determined by OPACITOR. The second is the mean square
error E of the trained MLP on validation data. The goal is to
realise Harman et al.’s Pareto Program Surface [48], comprising
program variants spanning the trade-off between a functional
property of the software, in this case error rate, against a non-
functional property like energy. It can be envisaged that the
user of a mobile device might trade-off some accuracy in an
app using classification if it would extend battery life. Here we
show how a multi-objective metaheuristic can easily explore
this trade-off.
MLPs consist of input and output layers, with one or more
‘hidden’ layers. The multiple inputs to each neuron are subject to
thresholding via an activation function — typically a sigmoidal
expression in terms of tanh(x) or ex . It is well-known that
a MLP with only a single hidden layer is capable of universal
function approximation [49] and this, together with relative ease
of use for practitioners, has led to decades of prevalence in
machine learning for the MLP, both in academia and industry.
The operation of back-propagation is dependent on the ability
to take the derivative of the activation function (AF). Histori-
cally, the emphasis was on fixed AFs with well-known deriva-
tives. Recently, interest has grown in alternative AFs [50], which
has motivated the application of Automatic Differentiation (AD)
to obtain their derivatives. One means of performing AD is via
the use of dual numbers [51]. Analogous to the extension of
the reals to the complex plane, in which every real number x is
generalized as x + i y, dual numbers are represented as x + εy,
where ε is an infinitisimal (which can be considered as a ma-
trix expression, rather than a real number) with ε2 = 0 [52]. By
changing the implementation of any smooth real-valued func-
tion f to instead use dual numbers, it is possible to automatically
obtain derivatives of f from the initial terms of its Taylor series
expansion. AD has the same computational complexity as f and
is not subject to the roundoff error of numerical approximations
to the gradient via finite differences, nor does it suffer from
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TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF MLP VARIED DURING OPTIMIZATION
Param. Explanation Type Range (inclusive)
a AF parameter 0 Continuous (0, 1)
b AF parameter 1 Continuous (0, 1)
c AF parameter 2 Continuous (0, 1)
d AF parameter 3 Continuous (0, 1)
h Neuron count in hidden layer Integer (2, 30)
l Backpropogation learning rate Continuous (0, 1)
α Backpropogation momentum Continuous (0, 1)
the expression bloat of symbolic methods. In this section, we
describe the novel application of AD to the online generation
of AFs in order to explore the tradeoff between accuracy and
energy efficiency.
A. Implementation
A wide range of alternative AFs have been explored in the
literature, including logistic, Gaussian (e−x2 ) trigonometric and
radial basis functions [53]. Previous work on online adaptation
of a piecewise linear AFs can be found in Agostinelli et al. [54].
The AF we use here is a parametric generalization of the popular
logistic function 1/(1 + e−x), given by:
f(x) =
a
1 + b ecx
+ d (1)
The real-valued parameters {a, b, c, d} define the family of AFs
to be explored by search. AD has two operation modes, ‘for-
ward’ and ‘reverse’. The latter is more efficient for machine
learning scenarios such as we are concerned with here, in which
the derivative of the AF is required for multiple fitness cases
at each fitness evaluation. Hence, the derivative of the AF was
obtained via the application of reverse mode AD.
Three parameters controlling training and topology are also
included, so a particular network is specified by the 7 parameter
values in Table III. For each dataset, instances were divided at
random into 2/3 training and 1/3 validation data.
As we have already seen,  varies depending on a wide range
of factors. E varies depending on the seed for the random num-
ber generator (used to set MLP starting weights) and the specific
training/validation datasets chosen. This means that both objec-
tives are noisy, so evaluations were repeated 5 times with the
mean value used to guide the search (the 5 repeats counted as
one evaluation in the experiments).
B. Experiments
The popular multi-objective evolutionary algorithm NSGA-II
[55] as implemented in JMetal 4.5 [56] was used to conduct the
search. For all data sets, the parameters were the same: popula-
tion size 10; termination after 400 evaluations; SBX crossover
with rate 0.9 and distribution index of 20.0; polynomial real mu-
tation with rate 1/7 and distribution index of 20.0; and binary
tournament selection.
The experiments covered 4 UCI datasets (Table IV) in-
cluded with the WEKA machine learning library [57]. The
TABLE IV
UCI DATASETS USED
Dataset Instances Attributes
Pima Indians Diabetes 768 8
Glass Identification 214 10
Ionosphere 351 34
Iris 150 4
metaheuristic searched for solutions having specific values for
each of the 7 parameters in Table III, seeking to minimise  and
E objectives for a given training dataset. ‘Error’ in the results is
the mean square error for classification on the validation dataset.
Two separate runs were performed for each dataset, measuring
energy for:
1) t: training only.
2) tv: training and 1,000 repeats of the validation phase.
In the latter, the validation phase was repeated 1000 times
so that it would impact on total energy, because its run time is
much smaller than the training phase. In practice, training will be
performed far less frequently than validation/classification, so
energy gains for the latter will be of most benefit. These exper-
iments are focused on the trade-off between objectives in terms
of the application, rather than comparison of performances, so
no repeat optimisation runs were performed. Statistics related
to the repeats of the objective function are reported in the next
section.
C. Results and Discussion
Fig. 3 shows all 400 solutions visited by the search on the
Glass data set, plotted in the objectives (energy vs. error). Plots
for the other three data sets have been omitted here to save space,
but showed similar distributions of the solutions. For most data
sets, there is little conflict between energy and error, so it is
possible to minimize both. Energy is reduced to around 20%
of the worse-case solutions for all data sets. For Glass, when
measuring energy for training only, there is a Pareto front, albeit
limited to two solutions. Energy use can be reduced from 1724 J
to 1559 J (about 10%) by accepting an increase in mean square
error from 2.08 to 2.11. All the results show essentially discrete
steps in energy use, corresponding to the number of hidden
layer neurons h. However, the search process is worthwhile
because there is not always a simple linear relationship between
h and energy. This was particularly true for the training phase on
Diabetes, Glass and Ionosphere (Fig. 4 shows the relationship
for Ionosphere).
Analysis of values taken by the variables in the optimal and
near-optimal solutions found that a, d and α took similar values
for both tv and t runs, but differed per dataset. In contrast, b, c
and l varied depending on both dataset and t/tv.
The variation between repeat runs within evaluations was
notably higher for the error objective than for energy. We con-
sidered the coefficient of variation (cov – the ratio of standard
deviation to the mean) for the 5 repeats within each of the
400 evaluations in each run. Energy measurements were consis-
tent: cov() was never higher than 0.01% for all evaluations. In
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Fig. 3. All evaluations for the Glass dataset, plotted in objective space: energy
(J) vs. mean square error. “t” are runs where the energy measurement included
training only, “tv” runs measured energy for both training and validation. Dia-
betes, Ionosphere and Iris showed similar distributions. (a) Glass training. (b)
Glass training & validation.
Fig. 4. Energy (J) vs. hidden layer size for Ionosphere, measuring energy for
the training stage only.
contrast, cov(E) for error varied from zero to 42%, with a
mean of 2%. Applying t-tests to the objective values found
p  0.005 for the difference in means between the original and
optimal configurations on all energy runs. For error, p < 0.05
with diabetes-v, glass-v, glass-nv, and iris-nv. Differences in
error were non-significant for the other runs.
These experiments have demonstrated that SBSE allows the
developer to easily explore the trade-off between functional and
non-functional properties (in this case, accuracy and energy).
Such relationships are not always clear: here, one might have
expected there to be a conflict between the objectives, yet often
there was none. Moving the burden of exploring such a relation-
ship to an automated search means that it becomes much simpler
to tune the balance between these objectives for a particular sit-
uation. In this case, the approach achieved the ideal result of
minimising energy and error for the MLP on four well-known
datasets. This could be fine-tuned per-dataset and with a bias
towards improvement in the training or validation/classification
phases, depending on end application. It would allow multiple
configurations to be generated and stored that could be switched
on-the-fly: for example, on a mobile device so that classification
accuracy decreases as battery charge is exhausted.
VI. GUAVA AND APACHE COMMONS COLLECTIONS
We now consider Object-Oriented Genetic Improvement
(OO-GI), a technique for improvement specific to Object-
Oriented programs, applied to optimization of container classes.
These are implementations of well-known data structures like
maps, sets, and lists. The choice of implementations for col-
lections classes dramatically impact on energy consumption
[58]. Our approach uses metaheuristic search to find seman-
tically equivalent programs with reduced energy consumption.
Semantics-preserving transformations are achieved by confor-
mance to the behavioural equivalence that is central to object-
orientation. OO-GI was first proposed in [23], and demonstrated
using an earlier version of OPACITOR, as applied to a single class
in the Google Guava framework. This earlier work is here ex-
tended with a more thorough experimental study, covering a
range of classes in Google Guava5 and the Apache Commons
Collections library.6
Although several existing approaches in GP and Grammati-
cal Evolution (GE) claim to be ‘Object Oriented’ [59]–[63], we
are not aware of any concerned with the central pillar of Object
Orientation, the Liskov Substitution Principle (LSP) [64] as ex-
emplified via subtype polymorphism. When designed according
to the LSP, subtype polymorphism permits the implementation
of frameworks according to the ‘Open Closed Principle’, i.e.
both framework implementers and their client programmers can
be assured that their code can interoperate without unexpected
behaviour. It is this principle that allows OO software to scale
more effectively than purely object-based approaches. ‘Design
by contract’ (DbC) is the explicit codification of the LSP via
preconditions, postconditions and invariants [65]. DbC is widely
understood to be a vital adjunct to methods such as Test-Driven
Development, since the above conditions serve to capture a wide
range of required behaviours. It was first natively supported in
Meyer’s Eiffel language in 1986 and is now natively supported
by a number of popular programming languages, including ADA
2012, Clojure, D and Racket. The closest search-based work of
5Version 18: github.com/google/guava/wiki/Release18
6V4.0: commons.apache.org/proper/commons-collections/release_4_0.html
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TABLE V
CLASSES CHOSEN FOR MODIFICATION BY OO-GI, WITH THE NUMBER OF VARIATION POINTS AND SIZE OF THE RESULTING SEARCH SPACE FOR EACH
Class for modification Variation points Search space
com.google.common.collect.ArrayListMultimap 3 2 738
com.google.common.collect.ImmutableMultimap 5 674 325
com.google.common.collect.LinkedListMultimap 6 7 513 072
org.apache.commons.collections4.map.PassiveExpiringMap 3 50 653
org.apache.commons.collections4.set.ListOrderedSet 4 38 416
org.apache.commons.collections4.bidimap.DualHashBidiMap 6 2 565 726 409
which we are aware is the SEEDS framework [34], in which al-
ternative subtypes of container classes are substituted into byte-
code in order to minimize power consumption. SEEDS uses
separate exhaustive search at each object allocation location. In
contrast, OO-GI uses a genetic approach, applicable to any code
following DbC, to assign subclasses to all constructor invoca-
tions simultaneously. The benefit is to catch any situation where
dependencies exist between variation points. It is difficult to de-
termine when this might be the case by simple code inspection,
meaning that simply combining results from separate searches
at each variation point may be suboptimal.
A. Implementation
The improvement process is as follows:
1) Parse the source file to be improved into an Abstract
Syntax Tree (AST). Identify variation points: i.e., source
nodes in the AST corresponding to the creation of con-
tainer classes from Java 8 util, Guava, or Apache
collections. These comprise three types of syntax frag-
ment: constructors (e.g. new HashMap<>()); factory
classes (e.g. Maps.newHashMap()); and static creator
methods (e.g. ImmutableList.of()).
2) Obtain the complete set of possible target substitutions
T (i.e. all container classes in Guava, Apache and Java
Collections. For each variation point Si in the AST, deter-
mine the most specific abstract supertype of the created
object, by checking whether it inherits from one of the
following (always choosing the most specific type - the
one appearing earliest in the list):
a) java.util.SortedMap
b) java.util.Map
c) java.util.SortedSet
d) java.util.Set
e) java.util.List
f) com.google.common.collect.Multimap
g) com.google.common.collect.Multiset
h) java.util.Collection
3) For each Si , find the subset of possible target substi-
tutions t(Si) ⊆ T which are valid (i.e., are concrete,
and implement the same abstract supertype as the
original class at Si).
4) Given a sequence of the k variation points
[S1 , . . . , Sk ] from the AST, the search space is given
by all combinations from [t(S1), . . . , t(Sk )]. The
solution representation is an assignment i → s ∈
t(Si), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, represented as an element r ∈ Zk ,
with constraints 0 ≤ ri < |t(Si)|.
5) Given such an assignment, the AST node for each
Si is replaced with its target substitution and the
resulting mutated source file is written to disk.
6) The program containing the mutated source is com-
piled and its energy consumption evaluated by
OPACITOR. By this means, combinatorial search is
performed in the space of these representations by
a GA to find the substitutions that minimize energy
consumption.
Source file parsing and subsequent re-generation was
completed automatically with an open-source library
com.github.javaparser.JavaParser. A modified
version of JavaParser’s SourcePrinter made the required
source code substitution at each variation point.
A careless programmer might depend on functionality not
guaranteed by the LSP, such as assuming that a collection is
sorted, despite this not being part of the superclass type spec-
ification actually visible at the point at which this assumption
is made. This is a logical error by the programmer and, strictly
speaking, requires rewriting of the code. We do not cater explic-
itly for such programming errors in our experiments. In practice,
the best that can be done is to include, as we do, any existing
unit tests as a constraint on the search.
B. Experiments
The open-source Java frameworks Google Guava and Apache
Commons Collections implement a variety of concrete sub-
classes of java.util.Collection. There are well-known
tradeoffs in performance characteristics between different col-
lection subclasses: for example, finding a specific element in a
linked list is O(n) but in a hash-set it is O(1).
An exhaustive search over all top-level concrete collections
classes in Google Guava and Apache Commons Collections
found 14 with 3 or more variation points. After ruling out those
where some variation points were instantiations of the class
itself, or used specialised classes where functionality would
likely be broken by replacement with a generic container, 6
classes were chosen for closer consideration (Table V).
Energy was measured for each class over 10,000 repeat runs
of a test program. This called all unit tests (from the Google
Guava or Apache Commons source trees as appropriate) for the
class. In addition, because (in some cases) the unit tests did not
exercise all methods, a call was also made to every method in
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TABLE VI
ENERGY (J) REQUIRED TO EXERCISE THE UNIT TESTS FOR EACH CLASS 10,000 TIMES (MEAN OF 100 RUNS, AND STANDARD DEVIATION σ), MEASURED BY
OPACITOR WITHOUT (EXCL.) AND WITH (INCL.) JIT AND GC
The p-values (p) and effect sizes (e) compare the GA result to the original or the result of IES (in two cases the GA and IES found the same set of substitutions). Also
given are the number of evaluations (evals) required by the GA to reach the best fitness found, and the percentage reduction that this represents compared to an exhaustive
search of the entire space. Bold values highlight the lowest energy use for each class.
the class using randomly-generated data. Programs failing the
unit tests were rejected by the search as invalid.
The first experiment used a GA to search for a solution
with reduced energy consumption. The Apache Commons Math
library7 GA implementation was used. The solution represen-
tation used was a vector of integers r ∈ Zk . The representa-
tion itself was constrained such that 0 ≤ ri < |t(Si)|. The GA
parameters were chosen empirically to yield good results in
reasonable run time (evaluations taking 5–30 s on a 3.25 GHz
CPU). These were: population size 500; termination at 100 gen-
erations; single-point crossover with a rate of 75%; one-point
mutation with a rate of 50%; binary tournament selection; 5%
elitism. 30 repeat runs using different random number generator
seeds were completed for each target class.
A second experiment ran an exhaustive search on the entire
search space for each class (except LinkedListMultimap
and DualHashBidiMap due to their large size) to determine
how close the GA came to finding the optimal solution.
A final experiment ran an exhaustive search on each variation
point, following the example of [34] but on source code instead
of bytecode. Each variation point is examined in turn, finding the
best substitution independently of the other variation points. The
set of candidate results then constitutes one program for each
of these separate substitutions. Added to this set of candidates
7commons.apache.org/proper/commons-math/userguide/genetics.html
is a program containing all of the independent substitutions
combined together, and the original program. The program from
this set requiring the least energy is the final result—this may
not be the combined candidate, if the variation points are not in
fact independent. We refer to this experiment as an Independent
Exhaustive Search (IES).
C. Results and Discussion
Statistical testing was carried out using the ASTRAIEA [44]
Wilcoxon/Mann Whitney U and Vargha-Delaney Effect size
tests. Results were obtained with 100 samples in each dataset.
In all cases except DualHashBidiMap, each GA run found
an identical result, so this solution was used thereafter. For
DualHashBidiMap, due to the large search space, 3 different
results were found. The best and worst were each compared
statistically to the original code and the result from IES.
For the four classes where an exhaustive search was per-
formed, the best set of substitutions were the same as those
found by the GA. The GA therefore reduced the search time
by between 10% (ArrayListMultimap) and 98.5% (Im-
mutableMultimap). Using alternative parameters for the
evolution would likely improve this further—particularly in the
cases with the smallest search spaces.
The results are shown in Table VI. The measurements us-
ing OPACITOR without JIT and GC are deterministic and so no
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statistical tests are necessary. When using OPACITOR with JIT
and GC enabled, the fitness was evaluated 100 times—the table
shows the mean and standard deviation, as well as the p-values
and Vargha-Delaney effect size measures comparing the results
of the GA to the original and the results of IES.
Reductions in energy consumption were achieved for all six
classes. An interesting result is that, without JIT and GC, the
best result found by the GA for four of the classes was only
marginally better than the original programs. Once JIT and GC
were enabled for final testing the improvement becomes signifi-
cant with a medium or large effect size. Deeper analysis revealed
that, in these cases, the substitutions included a class from an
alternative collection (Google Guava or Apache Commons) to
the original class. This results in a large number of additional
classes which must be imported by the JVM. When JIT is re-
enabled the importing is optimized, resulting in a significant
energy reduction compared to the original.
As the energy measurement during the final testing with JIT
and GC is not deterministic, p-values and effect sizes vary ac-
cordingly. The p-values are all near-zero, with effect sizes all
at least 0.74, which Vargha and Delaney suggest indicates a
large difference. Although in some cases the improvement was
marginal when measured with JIT and GC disabled, in the more
realistic scenario of having these enabled, 2.16–13.13J were
saved over the original implementations. These represent en-
ergy reductions of 9.23%–39.85% over the original.
During final testing, the GA also matched or further improved
upon the lowest-energy solutions found by IES. This reflects the
presence of some dependency between the variation points for
some of the classes: if the points were independent then IES
would find the optimal solution by combining the best value
for each variation point. The possibility of such dependencies
increases the search space to the product of all values at all varia-
tion points, necessitating a global search like the GA. For exam-
ple, in ImmutableMultimap one variation point is within
a nested subclass that is privately declared, which is instanti-
ated at another variation point. IES requires a number of fitness
evaluations approximately equal to the count of possible substi-
tutions over each of the variation points, and so is significantly
faster than the GA, however this speed is a trade-off with the
quality of the final result. This highlights that there can be subtle
interactions between sections of the code that influence energy
consumption and may not be obvious to a developer. An SBSE
approach is able to accommodate these interactions where they
exist without the developer needing to specify where they are,
achieving better performance without additional developer ef-
fort.
VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY
There are several potential threats to the validity of this work.
The results are dependent on the accuracy of the model: while
this cannot be completely eliminated, two factors mitigate this
threat. The bytecode level estimates of energy use were taken
from Hao et al. [18], where hardware measurements found the
model to be within 10% of the ground truth for a set of mobile
applications from the Google Play store. In our previous work
[23], [38], we also validated the model by comparing against
run-time based models of energy use. Additionally, in practice
energy use is likely to follow a conditional distribution rather
than remaining constant per-bytecode. A stochastic model is a
major consideration for future study on this topic. In particu-
lar, (as per [66]) energy consumption is affected by contextual
factors such as opcode prefetching and cache hits. There is a
clear tradeoff between the generality of a static model such as
used by OPACITOR and the device-specific labour required for
dynamic measurement. It would however be possible to extend
the static model with further contextual features. For example,
the current model can be seen as a Markov chain of order 1, in
which the energy cost of each opcode is independent. Another
useful direction for future work is to use machine learning to
build predictive models with more contextual features.
Since OPACITOR is implemented for the JVM, our major re-
sults are limited to that platform. Despite the popularity of Java,
we cannot be sure that the results obtained would be repro-
ducible in another context.
The general conclusions of our results are supported by the
three examples to which we have applied SBSE. While the ap-
proaches may seem application-specific, they are simply specific
examples of general techniques. The search-based generation of
a custom Quicksort pivot function was rapidly prototyped (via
the generic method of ‘template method hyper-heuristics’ [67])
using an existing publicly-available library TEMPLAR. The only
application-specific aspect was selection of the variation point
(the pivot function) and its signature definition, with GP doing
the rest. The HyperMLP implementation is a specific instance
of hyperparameter tuning, in this case determining the network
topology and (via our application of automatic differentiation)
the specific activation functions in the network. OO-GI applies
to any well-designed OO system, i.e. those featuring multiple
concrete subclasses. Further applications of the tools we have
developed will doubtless help improve confidence in the gen-
eral applicability for SBSE in tuning to data sets, trading off
functional and non-function properties, and dealing with depen-
dencies with little developer intervention.
In all data-driven applications, energy consumption might be
expected to vary between runs, dependent on the specific execu-
tion paths followed. Thus, a threat lies in the choice of scenarios
made for our experiments. We have tried to mitigate this where
possible (e.g. Quicksort experiments explicitly include patho-
logical inputs; we have many repeats of classification for the
MLP). With OO-GI, the unit tests are targeted towards code
coverage rather than typical use: in practice it would be impor-
tant to target a series of tests closely aligned to envisaged usage
patterns.
In a similar way, while we have used existing unit tests
and public benchmark data, a potential threat lies in the se-
lection of the particular data we considered. We could look at
still larger array sizes for Quicksort, some of the larger UCI
data sets for MLP, or different test scenarios for the collec-
tions classes. Practicality requires that we draw the line some-
where: with considerable additional computational cost, wider
data sets of varying scales could be considered to reduce this
threat.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Given the widespread use of Java, it is surprising that so
little has been done to to apply the power of search-based soft-
ware engineering (SBSE) to minimize the energy consumption
programs written for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). We pre-
sented OPACITOR, a new tool to measure the energy consumption
of programs running on the JVM and used three different search
based techniques to optimize the energy efficiency of Quick-
sort, Multi-Layer Perceptrons and popular suites of collection
classes. OPACITOR has several advantages over time-based en-
ergy approximations or hardware measurements. It is determin-
istic: it will always produce the same energy measurement for
a given program’s compiled bytecode. This avoids the need for
averaging across multiple runs that is required by other energy
measurement approaches. It is unaffected by the rest of the
computing environment: the energy measurements are not in-
fluenced by other applications that are running. This means that
optimization runs making use of OPACITOR can be distributed
across multiple threads or CPUs, in parallel on the same ma-
chine, without inadvertently affecting the results. The consis-
tency in the energy measurements and the bytecode-level model
used also mean that OPACITOR is able to detect small changes
in execution profile, right down to the level of single opcodes.
These characteristics make the energy measurements of OPACI-
TOR highly amenable to metaheuristic search. We demonstrated
how the energy measurements from OPACITOR can be used by
three different SBSE approaches to achieve substantial energy
savings for three widely-used software components:
1) GP was used to find better pivot functions for the Quick-
sort algorithm. Energy reductions of up to 70% were
achieved against common alternative pivot functions.
2) Multi-objective hyperparameter search was applied to
Multi-Layer Perceptrons, incorporating dynamically-
generated activation functions via automatic differenti-
ation. For four benchmark datasets, we found a MLP con-
figuration that minimized both energy consumption and
mean square error.
3) Object-Oriented Genetic Improvement was applied to six
container classes in the Google Guava and Apache Com-
mons libraries. An energy reduction of up to 39.85% was
achieved against original code.
Existing SBSE approaches have mainly tackled only spe-
cialised applications. The first two approaches we describe,
are applicable to any language, and are specific examples of
generic methods (application of the template method, and hyper-
parameter tuning). The third is applicable to any code developed
in accordance with ‘Design by Contract’, further widening ap-
plicability. This work demonstrates that SBSE is not only suit-
able for the specialist applications already tackled in the liter-
ature, but also much more frequently used code, where it will
have a much greater real-world impact. We have shown that the
metaheuristics we applied in each setting were able to match or
better alternative methods: furthermore in general metaheuris-
tics can be expected to scale to larger problems better than
alternative search methods, with good results being reported for
very large problems indeed [68].
The work has also highlighted the strength of SBSE in accom-
modating three aspects of energy optimisation without extensive
developer effort. All that is required is the identification of varia-
tion points in the code and a suitable representation for possible
replacements. Algorithms can be tuned to specific distributions
of data; energy use can be traded off against other functionality;
and the search can handle subtle interactions within the code
that might otherwise be missed.
New directions for future research have been opened up.
It would be interesting to explore alternative applications for
OOGI, particularly where several public libraries implementing
common interfaces exist. The model could also be extended to
consider uncertainty in the energy attributed to each bytecode,
and consider contextual features such as opcode prefetching and
cache hits for improved accuracy.
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